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**Brexit big blow to UK science, say top British scientists**

A “dark day for UK science”. theguardian.com Leave vote sparks concerns over losing £1bn a year in funding and closing doors on researchers from EU countries
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**...scientists dropped from EU projects because of post-Brexit funding...**

Michael Gove did say we’d had enough of experts... theguardian.com Doubts over the UK’s ability to win future project grants mean some EU partners are avoiding working with British researchers
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**...health: the UK research that will be hit by Brexit**

"A day after Brexit, Prof Dame Til Wykes was contacted by a leading candidate for ... problem." theguardian.com With EU grants worth hundreds of millions of pounds now in peril...
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Results

**Faisal Islam @faisaisalam tweeted**

MP tells me UK academics being asked to take name off funding applications for joint research grants by European colleagues post Brexit ...
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**Why scientists are so worried about Brexit**

29/07/16 | 09:20 | Facebook | United Kingdom | facebook.com
With Brexit now a reality, here’s what it could mean for scientists. Funding for British research and innovation is only one reason.

Researchers respond to the UK’s momentous decision to leave the EU - via Nature News and Comment. nature.com

Researchers are mobilizing to lobby for the United Kingdom to remain a participant in EU science programmes, and for domestic funding to make up any shortfalls - via Nature News...

...become the research and economic powerhouse that it is today. And the strength of UK science has ... an outsized say in shaping EU research and regulations. Outside the EU, its influence would be...

British science’s largest lobbying campaign in years is under way. After the shock of the United Kingdom’s vote to leave the European Union, anxious researchers are doing all they can to...
Concerns within the research community are particularly intense for those who rely on the EU for funding, or who have the right to work in the United Kingdom only because they are...
“Brexit” Could Do Real Damage to U.K. Science

...have profound impacts on its science and research communities. blogs.scientificamerican.com The ... likely to affect funding—but also to limit the number of talented researchers who choose to live...
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Brexit aftershock: British researchers already being...

...totally as expected, Brexit is beginning to have an effect on science and R&D in the ... bods could weaken bids for EU grants.
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Brexit's Effects on Science

#Brexit #Science the-scientist.com Researchers raise concerns related to collaboration, funding, and regulatory decisions.

Brexit's Effects on Science

—Stephen Curry, Imperial College London the-scientist.com Researchers raise concerns related to collaboration, funding, and regulatory...